
From: Todd Manning [etmanning@shaw.ca] 

Sent: Friday, February 20, 2009 5:44 PM 

To: Martin, Rob J FOR:EX 

Cc: McCulligh, Laurie A FOR:EX 

Subject: Paterson Lake goshawk territory 

 

Importance: High 

 

Hi Rob, I thought I should bring the following information to your attention. I  

recently found out through MoE that some goshawk surveys were conducted by BC  

Conservation Foundation staff last summer on Vancouver Island. One of the  

territories surveyed was Paterson Lake, which coincidentally was also surveyed  

by my crew.  As per our surveys, and as documented in our September 2008 report  

to you (BCTS), we indicated that the Patterson Lake territory was currently  

UNOCCUPIED (no goshawks detected). This assertion was based on our survey  

results, using an experienced crew and following standard RISC protocol for  

goshawk surveys (we conducted territory visits on June 23 and on July 20, during  

the nestling and fledgling-dependency phases, respectively). However, a  

subsequent visit to this area by the BCCF crew near the end of July reported  

that Patterson Lake territory was ACTIVE, with 2 fledged young apparently  

observed. So what can be concluded/learned here: 

 

1) 100% detection rates in goshawk territories are very unlikely. This means  

that even though a territory is occupied/active, survey detection success may  

not be 100%. On Vancouver Island, McLaren et al. (2003) had overall detection  



rates over a 2-year period of 75% during the fledgling-dependency period  

(generally in July) and 60% during the nestling phase (generally in June). They  

also concluded that the “…transmission of broadcast calls in coastal forests may  

be hindered by vegetation and topography. These factors may also reduce an  

observer’s ability to detect goshawks, visually and aurally, in coastal  

forests”. This same conclusion has been made by other studies of goshawks in  

coastal forests (SE Alaska, W. Oregon, W. Washington). 

 

2) Consequently, the missed detection of goshawks occupying the Paterson Lake  

territory in June-July 2008 is within the detection probability range for this  

species in coastal forests, even given the fact that an experienced crew  

following accepted protocols was employed. 

 

3) The above circumstances hi-lite the need to survey goshawk territories at  

least 2 years consecutively, in order to account for the chance of missed  

detections as well as other variables including spring weather conditions and  

prey abundance, which have been shown to correlate with territory  

occupancy/inoccupancy on an inter-annual basis. 
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Please consider attaching the above information as an addendum to our Sept. 2008  

report. And please don’t hesitate to contact me directly if you have any  

questions or concerns.  Todd 

 

 

Todd Manning, MASc, RPBio., FIT, C.Arborist 

5148 William Head Rd. 

Victoria, BC. V9C 4H5 

Ph. (250) 478-7822 

Fax (250) 478-7855 

Email: etmanning@shaw.ca 

 


